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Growing up we look to the skies and the
beauty it has given to us. Are we not but
fascinated by the way the stars glow, the
clouds shape, and the moon illuminate a
cloudless sky. For even in the brightest of
days there comes the darkest of the nights
that will bring forth the strangest characters
into the stage. This is where we come in,
this is where we set the stage for our fellow
hero/heroine into their form and play so
that we too might take part of the big
production by the universe. Here, up in the
air, the moments we have of the terrestrial
is anything but just the launching pad for
us. As we step off, to take that leap of faith
we are immediately guided by where our
mind will tell us to do so in the most
sensible way as possible. Harmful it will be
along the way the road up in the sky is not
one for the faint of heart but of whom
willing to make the journey. For it is not
the journey but the destination and should
we question ourselves because of it just
look around the stars. Imagine how they
were when they just started out, even
before we knew what it was like to even
create a single fire of warmth for us. There
up in the sky, a vision shared, an
imagination observed, and a dream
uncovered in the best of impossible ways it
shows that with each impossibility there a
possibility just lies on the other side of the
bridge making it seem like the fit to jump
where we have to be. This is why the skies
are so magnificent, they shape our heart.
Mold our mind of the thoughts we would
crave. Should our bodies be held by the
physical plane, then our soul will always
have our backs together. For up in the air
and up in to the skies there lies our future
within. Its calling us, would you like to
take a leap and fly again? Without further
ado, welcome to the endless skies... up in
the air, up in the sky!
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Zendaya Fireflies Lyrics Genius Lyrics Oct 15, 2009 - 3 minWatch the latest Up in the Air Trailer (Up in the Air:
Trailer #2) on IMDb. Up In The Sky GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY Ryan Bingham, a corporate hatchet man who
loves his life on the road, is forced to fight for his job when his company downsizes its travel budget. He is required Up
in the Air, Junior Birdman Lyrics - Making Music Fun Up in the Air, Junior Birdman Childrens Song Lyrics and
History Creative Resources for Elementary Music Education. The Air Up There (1994) - IMDb Lyrics to Superstar
song by XO-IQ: I put my hands up in the air S-U-N-Hi Wake up in Its time to fly, so go reach for the sky Write my
name across the sky XO-IQ Lyrics - Superstar - AZLyrics [Bridge] Let it burn, burn. Let it burn, burn. Let it burn,
burn. Let it burn, burn [Chorus] Fireflies tonight. Cause love, lights the sky. So, put it up in, put it up in the air Up, Up,
Up, In the Sky Like This King County Library System Apr 19, 2013 - 9 min - Uploaded by
30SecondsToMarsVEVODownload the new album LOVE LUST FAITH + DREAMS on iTunes: http:// /LLFD Up in
the Air: Trailer #2 - IMDb Wikipedia has an article about this. Bullets fired into the air usually fall back with terminal
velocities much lower than their muzzle velocity when they leave the UP IN THE AIR (2009) - Official Movie
Trailer - YouTube May 2, 2012 - 109 min - Uploaded by Paramount MoviesRyan Bingham (Academy Award winner*
George Clooney) is truly living the high life. Flying all Up in the air - childrens lullaby - sky, clouds, planes,
butterflies and Comedy Jimmy Dolan is a college basketball coach who wants a big promotion. To get it, he needs to
make a dramatic find. He ends up deep in Africa, hoping to Review: Up in the Air - Film Comment Up In The Air
Lyrics: When I dropped out of high school, I didnt tell a soul / Cause no one? was supposed to know / Now Im looking
at the window sky high in the Up in the Air (2009) - Rotten Tomatoes Up in the Air (2009) cast and crew credits,
including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more. Thirty Seconds To Mars - Up In The Air - YouTube Drama
Ryan Bingham enjoys living out of a suitcase for his job traveling around the country Up in the Air -- A clip from the
movie Up in the Air Up in the Air Up in the Air (2009) - IMDb Up in the Air may refer to: Up in the Air (1920 film),
an American comedy film starring Hank Mann Up in the Air (1940 film), an American film directed by Howard 15 best
images about The Air Up There - Sky Zone News! on And so theres an immediate and ingratiating novelty to the fact
that so much of Jason Reitmans Up in the Air unfolds in cubicles and conference rooms in Up in the Air - Wikipedia
Up in the Air ist eine US-amerikanische Tragikomodie des Regisseurs Jason Reitman aus dem Jahr 2009, der auch am
Drehbuch beteiligt war und den Film Up in the Air (2009) - Quotes - IMDb Have you felt The Air Up There? If not,
then you havent been to Sky Zone, where you will feel and touch the air like never before! Jump your way to fresh air!
The Swing by Robert Louis Stevenson Poetry Foundation By Robert Louis Stevenson. How do you like to go up in
a swing,. Up in the air so blue? Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing. Ever a child can do! Up in the air Up in the Air,
Junior Birdman Lyrics - Making Music Fun Up in the Air Wikipedia Read the Up In The Air review at Sky
Movies, the George Clooney gem about a high-flying corporate downsizer whos brought down to earth. Look Up At
The Sky GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY Up in the Air is a 2009 American comedy-drama film directed by Jason
Reitman and written by Reitman and Sheldon Turner, based on the 2001 novel of the Dumbfoundead Up In The Air
Lyrics Genius Lyrics Up, up, up in the sky like this!Down, down, down, for a great big kiss,Up like this, down like
thisYoure my special baby! (big hug) Up in the Air (song) - Wikipedia May 29, 2011 - 2 min - Uploaded by
xirstom1Up in the Air (2009) Director: Jason Reitman Starring: George Clooney, Vera Farmiga and Anna Up In The
Air Review - Up In The Air. Clooney plays Ryan Bingham, a corporate downsizing expert who loves his life of
travelling the country to do his job. But just as hes about to Up In The Air Pictures - Up in the Air (2009) Quotes on
IMDb: Memorable quotes and exchanges from movies, TV series and more
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